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Abstract
We quantize the generalized-Witt algebra in characteristic 0 with its Lie bialgebra structures discov-
ered by Song–Su [G. Song, Y. Su, Lie bialgebras of generalized-Witt type, arXiv: math.QA/0504168, Sci.
China Ser. A 49 (4) (2006) 533–544]. Via a modulo p reduction and a modulo “p-restrictedness” reduction
process, we get 2n−1 families of truncated p-polynomial noncocommutative deformations of the restricted
universal enveloping algebra of the Jacobson–Witt algebra W(n;1 ) (for the Cartan type simple modular re-
stricted Lie algebra of W type). They are new families of noncommutative and noncocommutative Hopf
algebras of dimension p1+npn in characteristic p. Our results generalize a work of Grunspan [C. Grunspan,
Quantizations of the Witt algebra and of simple Lie algebras in characteristic p, J. Algebra 280 (2004) 145–
161] in rank n = 1 case in characteristic 0. In the modular case, the argument for a refined version follows
from the modular reduction approach (different from [C. Grunspan, Quantizations of the Witt algebra and
of simple Lie algebras in characteristic p, J. Algebra 280 (2004) 145–161]) with some techniques from the
modular Lie algebra theory.
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In a paper by Michaelis [7] a class of infinite-dimensional Lie bialgebras containing the Vi-
rasoro algebra was presented. Afterwards, this type of Lie bialgebras was further classified by
Ng and Taft [8]. Recently, Song and Su [10] classified all Lie bialgebra structures on a given
Lie algebra of generalized Witt type [2], which turned out to be coboundary triangular (for the
definition, see p. 28, [4]).
In Hopf algebra or quantum group theory, two standard methods to yield new bialgebras from
old ones are by twisting the product by a 2-cocycle but keeping the coproduct unchanged, and by
twisting the coproduct by a Drinfel’d twist but preserving the product. Constructing quantizations
of Lie bialgebras is an important approach to producing new quantum groups (see [3,4] and ref-
erences therein). Recently, Grunspan [6] obtained the quantizations of the (infinite-dimensional)
Witt algebra W in characteristic 0 by using the twist discovered by Giaquinto and Zhang [5],
and of its simple modular Witt algebra W(1;1 ) of dimension p in characteristic p by a re-
duction modulo p. In the modular case, however, his treatment did not work for the restricted
universal enveloping algebra u(W(1;1 )). One reason is that the periodic quotient with respect
to the ideal J he adopted (see Definition 5, p. 158 [6]) resulted in some extra relations like
[ep−2, e2] = 4ep ≡ 4eo = 0 incorrectly imposed on it. So in this case we need to consider the
best way to approach it. Another reason is that the assertion in Theorem 2 [6] (a corrected ver-
sion) is valid only for one specific case i = 1 (except for the other cases i = 2, . . . , p − 1). This
means that just one family (rather than p − 1 families asserted in [6]) of polynomial noncocom-
mutative deformations of u(W(1;1 )) is able to be obtained via a modular reduction process. The
correct modular reduction approach should be clarified as stated below.
In this paper, we first use the general quantization method by a Drinfel’d twist (cf. [1]) to
quantize explicitly the newly defined triangular Lie bialgebra structure on the generalized-Witt
algebra in characteristic 0 [10]. Actually, this process completely depends on the construction
of Drinfel’d twists which, up to integral scalars, are controlled by the classical Yang–Baxter r-
matrix. To study the modular case in characteristic p, we work over the so-called “positive” part
subalgebra W+ of the generalized-Witt algebra W. It is an infinite-dimensional simple Lie alge-
bra when defined over a field of characteristic 0, while, defined over a field of characteristic p, it
contains a maximal ideal J1 and the corresponding quotient is exactly the Jacobson–Witt algebra
W(n;1 ), which is a Cartan type restricted simple modular Lie algebra of W type. In order to
yield the expected finite-dimensional quantizations of the restricted universal enveloping algebra
for the Jacobson–Witt algebra W(n;1 ), in concept at first, we need to give a precise definition
concerning what is the quantization of the above object in the modular case (see Definition 3.3),
and then go on two steps of our reduction: modulo p reduction and modulo “p-restrictedness”
reduction. As a crucial immediate step for the modulo p reduction, we need first to develop the
quantization integral forms for the Z-form W+
Z
in characteristic 0. In this case, a new phenom-
ena appeared is that there exist n the so-called basic Drinfel’d twists whose pairwise different
products among them afford the possible Drinfel’d twists (see Proposition 2.12). Accordingly,
we get 2n − 1 new quantization integral forms for W+
Z
in characteristic 0, which, via the modulo
“p-restrictedness” reduction, eventually lead to 2n −1 new examples of Hopf algebra of dimen-
sion p1+npn with indeterminate t , or of dimension pnpn with specializing t into a scalar in K in
characteristic p.
A remarkable point is that these Hopf algebras we obtained contain the well-known Radford
algebra [9] as a Hopf subalgebra. Our work extends the class of examples of noncommutative
and noncocommutative finite-dimensional Hopf algebras in finite characteristic (see [13]).
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Let F be a field with char(F) = 0 and let n > 0. The notations used here are the same as in [2].
Let F[x±11 , . . . , x±1n ] be a Laurent polynomial algebra, and ∂i coincides with the degree operator
xi
∂
∂xi
. Set T =⊕ni=1 Z∂i . For α = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Zn, write xα = xα11 · · ·xαnn .
Denote W = F[x±11 , . . . , x±1n ] ⊗Z T = SpanF{xα∂ | α ∈ Zn, ∂ ∈ T }, where we set xα∂ =
xα ⊗ ∂ for short. Then W = DerF(F[x±11 , . . . , x±1n ]) is a Lie algebra of generalized-Witt type
(for definition, see [2]) under the following bracket
[
xα∂, xβ∂ ′
]= xα+β(∂(β)∂ ′ − ∂ ′(α)∂), ∀α,β ∈ Zn; ∂, ∂ ′ ∈ T ,
where ∂(β) = 〈∂,β〉 = 〈β, ∂〉 =∑ni=1 aiβi ∈ Z for ∂ =∑ni=1 ai∂i ∈ T and β = (β1, . . . , βn) ∈
Z
n
. The bilinear map 〈·,·〉 :T × Zn → Z is nondegenerate in the sense: ∂(α) = 〈∂,α〉 = 0
(∀∂ ∈ T ),⇒ α = 0, and ∂(α) = 〈∂,α〉 = 0 (∀α ∈ Zn), ⇒ ∂ = 0. W is an infinite-dimensional
simple Lie algebra over F.
The following result is due to [10].
Proposition 1.1. There is a triangular Lie bialgebra structure on W given by the classical
Yang–Baxter r-matrix r := ∂0 ⊗ xγ ∂ ′0 − xγ ∂ ′0 ⊗ ∂0, for ∂0, ∂ ′0 ∈ T , γ ∈ Zn, where [∂0, xγ ∂ ′0] =
∂0(γ )xγ ∂ ′0.
From Proposition 1.1, we notice that the classical Yang–Baxter r-matrix r is uniquely
expressed as the antisymmetric tensor of two distinguished elements ∂0, xγ ∂ ′0 up to scalars
satisfying [∂0, xγ ∂ ′0] = ∂0(γ )xγ ∂ ′0. In fact, for a given r-matrix, we may take two distin-
guished elements of the form h := ∂0(γ )−1∂0 and e := ∂0(γ )xγ ∂ ′0 such that [h, e] = e, where
∂0(γ ) = 0 (∈ Z).
1.2. Generalized-Witt subalgebra W+
Denote Di = ∂∂xi . Set W+ := SpanK{xαDi | α ∈ Zn+, 1 i  n}, where Z+ is the set of non-
negative integers. Then W+ = DerK(K[x1, . . . , xn]) is the derivation Lie algebra of polynomial
ring K[x1, . . . , xn], which, via the identification xαDi with xα−i ∂i , can be considered as a Lie
subalgebra (the “positive” part) of the generalized-Witt algebra W over a field K. Evidently, we
have the following result (see Ex. 8, p. 153 in [12]).
Lemma 1.2.
(1) If K= F, i.e., char(K) = 0, then W+ is a simple Lie algebra of infinite dimension, which is
a Lie subalgebra of W.
(2) If char(K) = p, then there exists a maximal ideal J1 := 〈{xαDi | ∃j : αj  p, 1 
i  n}〉 in W+ such that W+/J1 ∼= W(n;1 ) under the identification 1α!xαDi (0  α  τ)
with x(α)Di and the others with 0, where W(n;1 ) is the Jacobson–Witt algebra defined in
the subsection below.
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Assume now that char(K) = p, then by definition (cf. [11]), the Jacobson–Witt algebra
W(n;1 ) is a restricted simple Lie algebra over a field K. Its structure of p-Lie algebra is
given by D[p] = Dp, ∀D ∈ W(n;1 ) with a basis {x(α)Dj | 1  j  n, 0  α  τ }, where
1 = (1, . . . ,1), τ = (p − 1, . . . , p − 1) ∈ Nn; i = (δ1i , . . . , δni) such that x(i ) = xi and
Dj(xi) = δij ; and O(n;1 ) := {x(α) | 0  α  τ } is the restricted divided power algebra with
x(α)x(β) = (α+β
α
)
x(α+β) and a convention: x(α) = 0 if α has a component αj < 0 or > p, where(
α+β
α
) :=∏ni=1 (αi+βiαi ). Moreover, W(n;1 ) ∼= DerK(O(n;1 )).
By definition, the restricted universal enveloping algebra u(W(n;1 )) is isomorphic to
U(W(n;1 ))/I where I is the Hopf ideal of U(W(n;1 )) generated by Hpi − Hi,Dp with
D = Hi = x(i )Di . Since dimKW(n;1 ) = npn, we have dimK u(W(n;1 )) = pnpn .
1.4. Quantization by Drinfel’d twists
The following result is well known (see [1,3,4], etc.).
Lemma 1.3. Let (A,m, ι,Δ0, ε0, S0) be a Hopf algebra over a commutative ring. A Drinfel’d
twist F on A is an invertible element of A⊗A such that
(F ⊗ 1)(Δ0 ⊗ Id)(F ) = (1 ⊗F )(Id ⊗Δ0)(F ),
(ε0 ⊗ Id)(F ) = 1 = (Id ⊗ ε0)(F ).
Then, w = m(Id ⊗ S0)(F ) is invertible in A with w−1 = m(S0 ⊗ Id)(F−1).
Moreover, if we define Δ :A → A⊗A and S :A → A by
Δ(a) =FΔ0(a)F−1, S = wS0(a)w−1,
then (A,m, ι,Δ, ε,S) is a new Hopf algebra, called the twisting of A by the Drinfel’d twist F .
Let Ft be a ring of formal power series over a field F with char(F) = 0. Assume that
L is a triangular Lie bialgebra over F with a classical Yang–Baxter r-matrix r (see [3,4]).
Let U(L) be the universal enveloping algebra of L, with the standard Hopf algebra structure
(U(L),m, ι,Δ0, ε0, S0).
Now let us consider the topologically free Ft-algebra U(L)t (for definition, see
p. 4, [4]), which can be viewed as an associative F-algebra of formal power series with coef-
ficients in U(L). Naturally, U(L)t equips with an induced Hopf algebra structure arising from
that on U(L). By abuse of notation, we denote it by (U(L)t,m, ι,Δ0, ε0, S0).
Definition 1.4. For a triangular Lie bialgebra L over F with char(F) = 0, U(L)t is called
a quantization of U(L) by a Drinfel’d twist F over U(L)t if U(L)t/tU(L)t ∼= U(L), and
F is determined by its r-matrix r (namely, its Lie bialgebra structure).
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For any element x of a unital R-algebra (R a ring) and a ∈ R, we set (see [5])
x〈n〉a := (x + a)(x + a + 1) · · · (x + a + n− 1) (1)
and x〈n〉 := x〈n〉0 .
We also set
x[n]a := (x + a)(x + a − 1) · · · (x + a − n+ 1) (2)
and x[n] := x[n]0 .
Lemma 1.5. (See [5,6].) For any element x of a unital F-algebra with char(F) = 0, a, b ∈ F and
r, s, t ∈ Z, one has
x〈s+t〉a = x〈s〉a x〈t〉a+s , (3)
x[s+t]a = x[s]a x[t]a−s , (4)
x[s]a = x〈s〉a−s+1, (5)∑
s+t=r
(−1)t
s!t ! x
[s]
a x
〈t〉
b =
(
a − b
r
)
= (a − b) · · · (a − b − r + 1)
r! , (6)
∑
s+t=r
(−1)t
s!t ! x
[s]
a x
[t]
b−s =
(
a − b + r − 1
r
)
= (a − b) · · · (a − b + r − 1)
r! . (7)
2. Quantization of Lie bialgebra of generalized-Witt type
2.1. Some commutative relations in U(W)
For the universal enveloping algebra U(W) of the generalized-Witt algebra W over F, we
need to do some necessary calculations, which are important for the construction of the Drinfel’d
twists in the sequel.
Lemma 2.1. Fix the two distinguished elements h := ∂0(γ )−1∂0 and e := ∂0(γ )xγ ∂ ′0 with
∂0(γ ) ∈ Z∗ for W. For a ∈ F, α ∈ Zn, and m,k nonnegative integers, the following equalities
hold in U(W):
xα∂ · h[m]a = h[m]
a− ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
· xα∂, (8)
xα∂ · h〈m〉a = h〈m〉
a− ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
· xα∂, (9)
ek · h[m]a = h[m]a−k · ek, (10)
ek · h〈m〉a = h〈m〉 · ek, (11)a−k
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=0
(−1)
(
m

)(
xβ∂ ′
)m− · xα+β(a∂ − b∂ ′), (12)
where a =∏−1j=0 ∂ ′(α + jβ), b = ∂(β)a−1, and set a0 = 1, b0 = 0.
Proof. One has xα∂ · ∂0 = ∂0 · xα∂ − ∂0(α)xα∂ . So it is easy to see that (8) is true for m = 1.
Suppose that (8) is true for m, then
xα∂ · h[m+1]a = xα∂ · h[m]a · ha−m
= h[m]
a− ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
· xα∂ · (h+ a −m)
= h[m]
a− ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
· (∂0(γ )−1(∂0 · xα∂ − ∂0(α)xα∂)+ (a −m)xα∂)
= h[m+1]
a− ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
· xα∂.
Hence (8) holds for all m. Similarly, we can get (9)–(11) by induction.
Formula (12) is a consequence of the fact (see Proposition 1.3(4), [12]) that for any ele-
ments a, c in an associative algebra, one has
cam =
m∑
=0
(−1)
(
m

)
am−(ada)(c),
together with the formula
(
adxβ∂ ′
)(
xα∂
)= xα+β(a∂ − b∂ ′), (13)
obtained by induction on  when taking a = xβ∂ ′, c = xα∂ . 
Let us denote by (U(W),m, ι,Δ0, S0, ε0) the standard Hopf algebra structure on U(W), i.e.,
we have the definitions of the coproduct, the antipode and the counit as follows
Δ0
(
xα∂
)= xα∂ ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ xα∂,
S0
(
xα∂
)= −xα∂,
ε0
(
xα∂
)= 0.
2.2. Quantization of U(W) in characteristic 0
To describe a quantization of U(W) by a Drinfel’d twist F over U(W)t, we need to con-
struct explicitly such a Drinfel’d twist. In what follows, we shall see that such a twist in our case
depends heavily upon the choice of two distinguished elements h, e arising from its r-matrix r
(see Section 1.1).
Now we proceed with the construction. For a ∈ F, we set
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∞∑
r=0
(−1)r
r! h
[r]
a ⊗ er tr , Fa =
∞∑
r=0
1
r!h
〈r〉
a ⊗ er tr ,
ua = m · (S0 ⊗ Id)(Fa), va = m · (Id ⊗ S0)(Fa).
Write F =F0, F = F0, u = u0, v = v0.
Since S0(h〈r〉a ) = (−1)rh[r]−a and S0(er ) = (−1)rer , we obtain
va =
∞∑
r=0
1
r!h
[r]
a e
r tr , ub =
∞∑
r=0
(−1)r
r! h
[r]
−be
r tr .
Lemma 2.2. For a, b ∈ F, one has
FaFb = 1 ⊗ (1 − et)a−b and vaub = (1 − et)−(a+b).
Proof. Using Lemma 1.5, we obtain
FaFb =
∞∑
r,s=0
(−1)r
r!s! h
[r]
a h
〈s〉
b ⊗ eres tr t s
=
∞∑
m=0
(−1)m
( ∑
r+s=m
(−1)s
r!s! h
[r]
a h
〈s〉
b
)
⊗ emtm
=
∞∑
m=0
(−1)m
(
a − b
m
)
⊗ emtm = 1 ⊗ (1 − et)a−b,
vaub =
∞∑
m,n=0
(−1)m
m!n! h
[n]
a e
nh
[m]
−b e
mtm+n
=
∞∑
r=0
∑
m+n=r
(−1)m
m!n! h
[n]
a h
[m]
−b−ne
r tr
=
∞∑
r=0
(
a + b + r − 1
r
)
er tr = (1 − et)−(a+b).
This completes the proof. 
Corollary 2.3. For a ∈ F, Fa and ua are invertible with F−1a = Fa and u−1a = v−a . In particular,
F−1 = F and u−1 = v.
Lemma 2.4. For any positive integers r , we have
Δ0
(
h[r]
)= r∑
i=0
(
r
i
)
h[i] ⊗ h[r−i].
Furthermore, Δ0(h[r]) =∑ri=0 (r)h[i]−s ⊗ h[r−i]s for any s ∈ F.i
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Δ0
(
h[r+1]
)=
(
r∑
i=0
(
r
i
)
h[i] ⊗ h[r−i]
)(
(h− r)⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ (h− r)+ r(1 ⊗ 1))
=
(
r−1∑
i=1
(
r
i
)
h[i] ⊗ h[r−i]
)(
(h− r)⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ (h− r))
+ r
(
r∑
i=0
(
r
i
)
h[i] ⊗ h[r−i]
)
+ 1 ⊗ h[r+1] + (h− r)⊗ h[r]
+ h[r+1] ⊗ 1 + h[r] ⊗ (h− r)
= 1 ⊗ h[r+1] + h[r+1] ⊗ 1 + r
(
r−1∑
i=1
(
r
i
)
h[i] ⊗ h[r−i]
)
+ h⊗ h[r] + h[r] ⊗ h+
r−1∑
i=1
(
r
i
)
h[i+1] ⊗ h[r−i]
+
r−1∑
i=1
(i − r)
(
r
i
)
h[i] ⊗ h[r−i] +
r−1∑
i=1
(
r
i
)
h[i] ⊗ h[r−i+1]
+
r−1∑
i=1
(−i)
(
r
i
)
h[i] ⊗ h[r−i]
= 1 ⊗ h[r+1] + h[r+1] ⊗ 1 +
r∑
i=1
[(
r
i − 1
)
+
(
r
i
)]
h[i] ⊗ h[r−i+1]
=
r+1∑
i=0
(
r + 1
i
)
h[i] ⊗ h[r+1−i].
Therefore, the formula holds by induction. 
Proposition 2.5. F =∑∞r=0 (−1)rr! h[r] ⊗ er tr is a Drinfel’d twist on U(W)t, that is to say, the
equalities hold
(F ⊗ 1)(Δ0 ⊗ Id)(F ) = (1 ⊗F )(Id ⊗Δ0)(F ),
(ε0 ⊗ Id)(F ) = 1 = (Id ⊗ ε0)(F ).
Proof. The second equality holds evidently. For the first one, by Lemmas 2.4 and 1.5, it is easy
to get
LHS = (F ⊗ 1)(Δ0 ⊗ Id)(F )
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( ∞∑
r=0
(−1)r t r
r! h
[r] ⊗ er ⊗ 1
)( ∞∑
s=0
(−1)s t s
s!
s∑
i=0
(
s
i
)
h
[i]
−r ⊗ h[s−i]r ⊗ es
)
=
∞∑
r,s=0
(−1)r+s t r+s
r!s!
s∑
i=0
(
s
i
)
h[r]h[i]−r ⊗ erh[s−i]r ⊗ es
=
∞∑
r,s=0
(−1)r+s t r+s
r!s!
s∑
i=0
(
s
i
)
h[r+i] ⊗ h[s−i]er ⊗ es,
RHS = (1 ⊗F )(Id ⊗Δ0)(F )
=
( ∞∑
r=0
(−1)r t r
r! 1 ⊗ h
[r] ⊗ er
)( ∞∑
s=0
(−1)s t s
s!
s∑
i=0
(
s
i
)
h[s] ⊗ ei ⊗ es−i
)
=
∞∑
r,s=0
(−1)r+s t r+s
r!s!
s∑
i=0
(
s
i
)
h[s] ⊗ h[r]ei ⊗ er+s−i .
It suffices to show that
∑
p+q=m
1
p!q!
p∑
j=0
(
p
j
)
h[q+j ] ⊗ h[p−j ]eq ⊗ ep =
∑
r+s=m
1
r!s!
s∑
i=0
(
s
i
)
h[s] ⊗ h[r]ei ⊗ em−i .
Fix r , s, i such that r + s = m, 0 i  s. Set q = i, q + j = s, then p = m − i, p − j = r . We
can see that the coefficients of h[s] ⊗ h[r]ei ⊗ em−i in both sides are equal. 
Having the above proposition in hand, by Lemma 1.3, now we can perform the process of
twisting the standard Hopf structure (U(W)t,m, ι,Δ0, S0, ε0) by the Drinfel’d twist F con-
structed above.
The following lemma is very useful to our main result in this section.
Lemma 2.6. For a ∈ F, α ∈ Zn, one has
((
xα∂
)s ⊗ 1) · Fa = Fa−s ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
· ((xα∂)s ⊗ 1), (14)
(
1 ⊗ xα∂) · Fa = ∞∑
=0
(−1)Fa+ ·
(
h〈〉a ⊗ xα+γ
(
A∂ −B∂ ′0
)
t
)
, (15)
(
xα∂
) · ua = ua+ ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
·
( ∞∑
=0
xα+γ
(
A∂ −B∂ ′0
) · h〈〉1−at
)
, (16)
(
xα∂
)s · ua = ua+s ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
·
( ∞∑
=0
d()
((
xα∂
)s) · h〈〉1−at
)
, (17)
(
1 ⊗ (xα∂)s) · Fa = ∞∑(−1)Fa+ · (h〈〉a ⊗ d()((xα∂)s)t), (18)=0
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! (ad e)

, A = ∂0(γ )!
∏−1
j=0 ∂ ′0(α + jγ ), B = ∂0(γ )∂(γ )A−1, and set A0 = 1,
B0 = 0.
Proof. For (14): By (9), one has
(
xα∂ ⊗ 1) · Fa = ∞∑
m=0
1
m!x
α∂ · h〈m〉a ⊗ emtm
=
∞∑
m=0
1
m!h
〈m〉
a− ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
· xα∂ ⊗ emtm
= F
a− ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
· (xα∂ ⊗ 1).
By induction on s, we obtain the result.
For (15): Let a =∏−1j=0 ∂ ′0(α + jγ ), b = ∂(γ )a−1. Then using (12) we get
(
1 ⊗ xα∂) · Fa = ∞∑
m=0
1
m!h
〈m〉
a ⊗ xα∂ · emtm
=
∞∑
m=0
1
m!h
〈m〉
a ⊗
(
m∑
=0
(−1)
(
m

)
∂0(γ )
em− · xα+γ (a∂ − b∂ ′0)tm
)
=
∞∑
m=0
∞∑
=0
(−1) 1
m!!h
〈m+〉
a ⊗ ∂0(γ )em · xα+γ
(
a∂ − b∂ ′0
)
tm+
=
∞∑
=0
(−1)
( ∞∑
m=0
1
m!h
〈m〉
a+ ⊗ emtm
)(
h〈〉a ⊗ xα+γ
(
A∂ −B∂ ′0
)
t
)
=
∞∑
=0
(−1)Fa+ ·
(
h〈〉a ⊗ xα+γ
(
A∂ −B∂ ′0
)
t
)
.
For (16): Using (8), (10) and (12), we get
xα∂ · ua = xα∂ ·
( ∞∑
r=0
(−1)r
r! h
[r]
−a · er tr
)
=
∞∑
r=0
(−1)r
r! x
α∂ · h[r]−a · er tr
=
∞∑
r=0
(−1)r
r! h
[r]
−a− ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
· xα∂ · er tr
=
∞∑ (−1)r
r! h
[r]
−a− ∂0(α)
∂ (γ )
(
r∑
(−1)
(
r

)
∂0(γ )
er− · xα+γ (a∂ − b∂ ′0)t r
)r=0 0 =0
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∞∑
r,=0
(−1)r+
(r + )! h
[r+]
−a− ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
(
(−1)
(
r + 

)
∂0(γ )
er · xα+γ (a∂ − b∂ ′0)t r+
)
=
∞∑
r,=0
(−1)r
r!! ∂0(γ )
h
[r]
−a− ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
· h[]−a− ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
−r · e
r · xα+γ (a∂ − b∂ ′0)t r+
=
∞∑
=0
( ∞∑
r=0
(−1)r
r! h
[r]
−a− ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
· er tr
)
· h[]−a− ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
· xα+γ (A∂ −B∂ ′0)t
= u
a+ ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
·
∞∑
=0
h
[]
−a− ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
· xα+γ (A∂ −B∂ ′0)t
= u
a+ ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
·
∞∑
=0
xα+γ
(
A∂ −B∂ ′0
) · h[]−a+t
= u
a+ ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
·
∞∑
=0
xα+γ
(
A∂ −B∂ ′0
) · h〈〉−a+1t.
As for (17): By (13), we get
d()
(
xα∂
)= xα+γ (A∂ −B∂ ′0). (19)
Combining with (16), we get that (17) is true for s = 1. Using the derivation property of d(), we
easily obtain that
d()(a1 · · ·as) =
∑
1+···+s=
d(1)(a1) · · ·d(s)(as). (20)
By induction on s, we have
(
xα∂
)s+1 · ua = xα∂ · ua+s ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
·
∞∑
n=0
d(n)
((
xα∂
)s) · h〈n〉1−atn
= u
a+(s+1) ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
·
( ∞∑
m=0
d(m)
(
xα∂
) · h〈m〉
1−a−s ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
tm
)
·
( ∞∑
n=0
d(n)
((
xα∂
)s) · h〈n〉1−atn
)
= u
a+(s+1) ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
·
( ∞∑
m,n=0
d(m)
(
xα∂
)
d(n)
((
xα∂
)s)
h
〈m〉
1−a+nh
〈n〉
1−at
n+m
)
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a+(s+1) ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
·
( ∞∑
=0
∑
m+n=
d(m)
(
xα∂
)
d(n)
((
xα∂
)s)
h
〈〉
1−at

)
= u
a+(s+1) ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
·
( ∞∑
=0
d()
((
xα∂
)s+1)
h
〈〉
1−at

)
,
where we get the first and second “=” by using the inductive hypothesis and (16), the third by
using (13) and (20) and the fourth by using (4) and (20).
For (18): This follows from (15) and (20).
Thus, the proof is complete. 
The following theorem gives the quantization of U(W) by the Drinfel’d twist F , which is
essentially determined by the Lie bialgebra triangular structure on W.
Theorem 2.7. With the choice of two distinguished elements h := ∂0(γ )−1∂0, e := ∂0(γ )xγ ∂ ′0
(∂0(γ ) ∈ Z∗) with [h, e] = e in the generalized-Witt algebra W over F, there exists a structure
of noncommutative and noncocommutative Hopf algebra (U(W)t,m, ι,Δ,S, ε) on U(W)t
over Ft with U(W)t/tU(W)t ∼= U(W), which leaves the product of U(W)t undeformed
but with the deformed coproduct, antipode and counit defined by
Δ
(
xα∂
)= xα∂ ⊗ (1 − et) ∂0(α)∂0(γ ) + ∞∑
=0
(−1)h〈〉 ⊗ (1 − et)− · xα+γ (A∂ −B∂ ′0)t, (21)
S
(
xα∂
)= −(1 − et)− ∂0(α)∂0(γ ) ·
( ∞∑
=0
xα+γ
(
A∂ −B∂ ′0
) · h〈〉1 t
)
, (22)
ε
(
xα∂
)= 0, (23)
where α ∈ Zn, A = ∂0(γ )!
∏−1
j=0 ∂ ′0(α + jγ ), B = ∂0(γ )∂(γ )A−1, and set A0 = 1, B0 = 0.
Proof. By Lemmas 1.3 and 2.2, it follows from (14) and (15) that
Δ
(
xα∂
)=F ·Δ0(xα∂) ·F−1
=F · (xα∂ ⊗ 1) · F +F · (1 ⊗ xα∂) · F
= (FF− ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
) · (xα∂ ⊗ 1)+ ∞∑
=0
(−1)(FF) ·
(
h〈〉 ⊗ xα+γ (A∂ −B∂ ′0)t)
= (1 ⊗ (1 − et) ∂0(α)∂0(γ ) ) · (xα∂ ⊗ 1)
+
∞∑
=0
(−1)(1 ⊗ (1 − et)−) · (h〈〉 ⊗ xα+γ (A∂ −B∂ ′0)t)
= xα∂ ⊗ (1 − et)
∂0(α)
∂0(γ ) +
∞∑
(−1)h〈〉 ⊗ (1 − et)− · xα+γ (A∂ −B∂ ′0)t.=0
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S
(
xα∂
)= u−1S0(xα∂)u = −v · xα∂ · u
= −v · u ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
·
( ∞∑
=0
xα+γ
(
A∂ −B∂ ′0
) · h〈〉1 t
)
= −(1 − et)−
∂0(α)
∂0(γ ) ·
( ∞∑
=0
xα+γ
(
A∂ −B∂ ′0
) · h〈〉1 t
)
.
Hence, we get the result. 
For later use, we need to make the following
Lemma 2.8. For s  1, one has
(i) Δ((xα∂)s)= ∑
0js
0
(
s
j
)
(−1)(xα∂)j h〈〉 ⊗ (1 − et)j ∂0(α)∂0(γ )−d()((xα∂)s−j )t.
(ii) S((xα∂)s)= (−1)s(1 − et)−s ∂0(α)∂0(γ ) ·
( ∞∑
=0
d()
((
xα∂
)s) · h〈〉1 t
)
.
Proof. By (18) and Lemma 2.2, we obtain
Δ
((
xα∂
)s)=F(xα∂ ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ xα∂)sF−1
=
s∑
j=0
(
s
j
)
FF−j ∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
(
xα∂ ⊗ 1)j(∑
0
(−1)FF
(
h〈〉 ⊗ d()((xα∂)s−j )t))
=
s∑
j=0
∑
0
(
s
j
)
(−1)((xα∂)j ⊗ (1 − et)j ∂0(α)∂0(γ )−)(h〈〉 ⊗ d()((xα∂)s−j )t)
=
∑
0js
0
(
s
j
)
(−1)(xα∂)jh〈〉 ⊗ (1 − et)j
∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
−
d()
((
xα∂
)s−j )
t.
Again by (17) and Lemma 2.2, we get
S
((
xα∂
)s)= u−1S0((xα∂)s)u = (−1)sv · (xα∂)s · u
= (−1)sv · u
s
∂0(α)
∂0(γ )
·
( ∞∑
=0
d()
((
xα∂
)s) · h〈〉1 t
)
= (−1)s(1 − et)−s
∂0(α)
∂0(γ ) ·
( ∞∑
=0
d()
((
xα∂
)s) · h〈〉1 t
)
.
This completes the proof. 
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Z
in characteristic 0
Note that {xαDi | α ∈ Zn+} is a Z-basis of W+Z . In order to get the quantization integral forms
of Z-form W+
Z
, it suffices to consider what conditions are for those coefficients occurred in the
formulae (21) and (22) to be integral for the indicated basis elements.
Write r = ∂0(γ ). Notice that suitable powers of factors (1− et)± 1r and coefficients A and B
occur in (21) and (22). Grunspan [6] proved
Lemma 2.9. For any a, k,  ∈ Z, a∏−1j=0(k + ja)/! is an integer.
According to this lemma, we see that, if we take ∂ ′0 = ∂0, then A and B are integers. How-
ever, those coefficients occurred in the expansions of (1 − et)± 1r are not integral unless r = 1.
Consequently, the case we are interested in is only when h = ∂k , e = xk ∂k (1 k  n), namely,
r = 1. Denote by F(k) the corresponding Drinfel’d twist. As a result of Theorem 2.7, we have
Corollary 2.10. With the specific choice of the two distinguished elements h := xkDk , e :=
x2kDk (1  k  n) with [h, e] = e, the corresponding quantization integral form of U(W+Z )
over U(W+
Z
)t by the Drinfel’d twist F(k) with the algebra structure undeformed is given by
Δ
(
xαDi
)= xαDi ⊗ (1 − et)αk−δik + ∞∑
=0
(−1)Ch〈〉 ⊗ (1 − et)− · xα+kDit, (24)
S
(
xαDi
)= −(1 − et)−αk+δik ·
( ∞∑
=0
Cx
α+kDi · h〈〉1 t
)
, (25)
ε
(
xαDi
)= 0, (26)
where α ∈ Zn+, C = A − B, A = 1!
∏−1
j=0(αk − δik + j), B = δikA−1, and set A0 = 1,
B0 = 0.
Remark 2.11. It is interesting to consider those products F(j1) · · ·F(js) of some pairwise dif-
ferent Drinfel’d twists F(j1), . . . ,F(js) with j1 < · · · < js in the system of the n so-called basic
Drinfel’d twists {F(1), . . . ,F(n)}. Using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.7,
one can get many more new Drinfel’d twists (which depend on a bit more calculations to be
carried out), which will not only lead to many more new quantization integral forms over the
U(W+
Z
)t, but the possible quantizations over the ut,q (W(n;1 )) as well, via our modular re-
duction approach developed in the next section.
More precisely, we note that [F(i),F(j)] = 0 for any 1 i, j  n. This fact, according to the
definition of F(i), implies the commutative relations in the case i = j :
(F(j)⊗ 1)(Δ0 ⊗ Id)(F(i)) = (Δ0 ⊗ Id)(F(i))(F(j)⊗ 1),(
1 ⊗F(j))(Id ⊗Δ0)(F(i)) = (Id ⊗Δ0)(F(i))(1 ⊗F(j)), (∗)
which give rise to the following property.
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Z
)t. In general, Fη :=
F(1)η1 · · ·F(n)ηn (ηi = 0 or 1) is a Drinfel’d twist on U(W+Z )t.
Proof. Note that Δ0 ⊗ id, id⊗Δ0, ε0 ⊗ id and id⊗ε0 are algebraic homomorphisms. According
to Proposition 2.5, it suffices to show that
(F(i)F(j)⊗ 1)(Δ0 ⊗ Id)(F(i)F(j))= (1 ⊗F(i)F(j))(Id ⊗Δ0)(F(i)F(j)).
Using (∗), we have
LHS = (F(i)⊗ 1)(F(j)⊗ 1)(Δ0 ⊗ Id)(F(i))(Δ0 ⊗ Id)(F(j))
= (F(i)⊗ 1)(Δ0 ⊗ Id)(F(i))(F(j)⊗ 1)(Δ0 ⊗ Id)(F(j))
= (1 ⊗F(i))(Id ⊗Δ0)(F(i))(1 ⊗F(j))(Id ⊗Δ0)(F(j))
= (1 ⊗F(i))(1 ⊗F(j))(Id ⊗Δ0)(F(i))(Id ⊗Δ0)(F(j))= RHS.
As a result, Fη is also a Drinfel’d twist, which gives a quantization of U(W+
Z
). 
Lemma 2.13. With the specific choice of the distinguished elements h(k) := xkDk , e(k) :=
x2kDk with [h(k), e(k)] = e(k) and h(m) := xmDm, e(m) := x2mDm (1  m = k  n) with
[h(m), e(m)] = e(m), the corresponding quantization integral form of U(W+
Z
) over U(W+
Z
)t
by the Drinfel’d twist F =F(m)F(k) with the algebra structure undeformed is given by
Δ
(
xαDi
)= xαDi ⊗ (1 − e(k)t)αk−δik (1 − e(m)t)αm−δim
+
∞∑
,n=0
(−1)+n ·C(k)C(m)nh(k)〈〉h(m)〈n〉 ⊗
(
1 − e(k)t)−(1 − e(m)t)−n
· xα+k+nmDit+n, (27)
S
(
xαDi
)= −(1 − e(k)t)−αk+δik (1 − e(m)t)−αm+δim
( ∞∑
,n=0
C(k)C(m)n
· xα+k+nmDi · h(m)〈n〉1 h(k)〈〉1 t+n
)
, (28)
ε
(
xαDi
)= 0, (29)
where α ∈ Zn+, C(k) = A(k) −B(k), A(k), B(k) as in Corollary 2.10.
Proof. Using Corollary 2.10, we get
Δ
(
xαDi
)=F(m)F(k)Δ0(xαDi)F(k)−1F(m)−1
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(
xαDi ⊗
(
1 − e(k)t)αk−δik
+
∞∑
=0
(−1)C(k)h(k)〈〉 ⊗
(
1 − e(k)t)− · xα+kDit
)
F(m)−1.
Using (14) and Lemma 2.2, we get
F(m)(xαDi ⊗ (1 − e(k)t)αk−δik )F(m)−1
=F(m)(xαDi ⊗ 1)F(m)−1(1 ⊗ (1 − e(k)t)αk−δik )
=F(m)F(m)−1δim−αm
(
xαDi ⊗ 1
)(
1 ⊗ (1 − e(k)t)αk−δik )
= (1 ⊗ (1 − e(m)t)αm−δim)(xαDi ⊗ 1)(1 ⊗ (1 − e(k)t)αk−δik )
= xαDi ⊗
(
1 − e(k)t)αk−δik (1 − e(m)t)αm−δim .
Using (15), we get
F(m)
( ∞∑
=0
(−1)C(k)h(k)〈〉 ⊗
(
1 − e(k)t)− · xα+kDit
)
F(m)−1
=
∞∑
=0
(−1)C(k)
(
h(k)〈〉 ⊗ (1 − e(k)t)−) ·F(m)(1 ⊗ xα+kDit)F(m)−1
=
∞∑
,n=0
(−1)+nC(k)
(
h(k)〈〉 ⊗ (1 − e(k)t)−)
·F(m)F(m)−1n ·
(
C(m)nh(m)
〈n〉 ⊗ xα+k+nmDitn+
)
=
∞∑
,n=0
(−1)+nC(k)C(m)nh(k)〈〉h(m)〈n〉
⊗ (1 − e(k)t)−(1 − e(m)t)−n · xα+k+nmDit+n.
For k = m, using the definitions of v and u, we get v = v(k)v(m) = v(m)v(k) and u =
u(m)u(k) = u(k)u(m). By Corollary 2.10 and using (16), we have
S
(
xαDi
)= −v · xαDi · u = −v(m)v(k) · xαDi · u(k)u(m)
= v(m) ·
(
−(1 − e(k)t)−αk+δik ·
( ∞∑
=0
C(k)x
α+kDi · h(k)〈〉1 t
))
· u(m)
= −(1 − e(k)t)−αk+δik · v(m)u(m)αm−δim
·
( ∞∑
C(k)C(m)nx
α+k+nmDi · h(m)〈n〉1 h(k)〈〉1 tn+
)
,n=0
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·
( ∞∑
,n=0
C(k)C(m)nx
α+k+nmDi · h(m)〈n〉1 h(k)〈〉1 tn+
)
.
Therefore, the proof is complete. 
Let I = {1, . . . , n}, η = (η1, . . . , ηn) (ηi ∈ {0,1}),  = (1, . . . , n) ∈ Nn. Then |η| =∑
i ηii . Set (1 − e(I )t)η(α−δiI ) =
∏
k∈I (1 − e(k)t)ηk(αk−δik) and h(I)〈η〉 =
∏
k∈I h(k)〈ηkk〉.
More generally, we can get the following result.
Theorem 2.14. The corresponding quantization integral form of U(W+
Z
) over U(W+
Z
)t by the
Drinfel’d twist Fη =F(1)η1 · · ·F(n)ηn with the algebra structure undeformed is given by
Δ
(
xαDi
)= xαDi ⊗ (1 − e(I )t)η(α−δiI ) + ∑
η0
(−1)|η|h(I)〈η〉
⊗C(I)η
(
1 − e(I )t)−η · xα+ηDit |η|, (30)
S
(
xαDi
)= −(1 − e(I )t)−η(α−δiI )( ∑
η0
C(I)
η
x
α+ηDi · h(I)〈η〉1 t |η|
)
, (31)
ε
(
xαDi
)= 0, (32)
where α ∈ Zn+, C(I) =
∏
k∈I (A(k)k −B(k)k )ηk , A(k)k , B(k)k as in Corollary 2.10.
3. Quantization of the Jacobson–Witt algebra in the modular case
In this section, our main purposes are twofold: Firstly, in view of Lemma 1.2, we make the
modulo p reduction for the quantization integral form of U(W+
Z
) in characteristic 0 obtained
in Corollary 2.10 to yield the quantization of U(W(n;1 )), for the Cartan type restricted simple
modular Lie algebra W(n;1 ) of W type in characteristic p. Secondly, we shall further make
the “p-restrictedness” reduction for the quantization of U(W(n;1 )), which will lead to the
required quantization of u(W(n;1 )) (here u(W(n;1 )) is the restricted universal enveloping al-
gebra of W(n;1 )).
3.1. Modulo p reduction
Let Zp be the prime subfield of K with char(K) = p. When considering W+Z as a Zp-Lie
algebra, namely, making a modulo p reduction for the defining relations of W+
Z
, we denote it
by W+
Zp
. By Lemma 1.2(2), we see that (J1)Zp = SpanZp {xαDi | ∃j : αj  p} is a maximal ideal
of W+
Zp
, and W+
Zp
/(J1)Zp
∼= W(n;1 )Zp = SpanZp {x(α)Di | 0  α  τ, 1  i  n}. Moreover,
we have W(n;1 ) =K⊗Zp W(n;1 )Zp =KW(n;1 )Zp , and W+K =KW+Zp .
Observe that the ideal J1 :=K(J1)Zp generates an ideal of U(W+K) over K, denoted by J :=
J1U(W+K), where W
+
K/J1 ∼= W(n;1 ). Based on the formulae (24) and (25), we see that J is a
Hopf ideal of U(W+) such that U(W+)/J ∼= U(W(n;1 )). Note that the elements 1 xαDi inK K α!
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Corollary 2.10, we get the quantization of U(W(n;1 )) over U(W(n;1 ))t as follows.
Theorem 3.1. Given two distinguished elements h := x(k)Dk , e := 2x(2k)Dk (1 k  n) with
[h, e] = e, the corresponding quantization of U(W(n;1 )) over U(W(n;1 ))t with the algebra
structure undeformed is given by
Δ
(
x(α)Di
)= x(α)Di ⊗ (1 − et)αk−δik + p−1∑
=0
(−1)C¯h〈〉 ⊗ (1 − et)−x(α+k)Dit, (33)
S
(
x(α)Di
)= −(1 − et)−αk+δik ·
(
p−1∑
=0
C¯x
(α+k)Di · h〈〉1 t
)
, (34)
ε
(
x(α)Di
)= 0, (35)
where 0 α  τ , C¯ = A¯ − B¯, A¯ = !
(
αk+

)
A (mod p), B¯ = !
(
αk+

)
B (mod p).
3.2. Modulo “p-restrictedness” reduction
Assume that I is the ideal of U(W(n;1 )) over K generated by (x(i )Di)p − x(i )Di and
(x(α)Di)
p with α = i for 0  α  τ and 1  i  n. u(W(n;1 )) = U(W(n;1 ))/I is of di-
mension pnpn . In order to get a reasonable quantization of finite dimension for u(W(n;1 )) in
characteristic p, at first, it is necessary to clarify (in concept) what is the underlying vector space
in which the required t-deformed object exists. According to our modulo p reduction approach,
it should be induced from the topologically free Kt-algebra U(W(n;1 ))t given in Theo-
rem 3.1, or more naturally, related with the topologically free Kt-algebra u(W(n;1 ))t. As
u(W(n;1 )) is finite-dimensional, as algebras, we have (see p. 2 in [4])
u
(
W(n;1 ))t ∼= u(W(n;1 ))⊗K Kt. (36)
So the standard Hopf algebra structure (u(W(n;1 ))t,m, ι,Δ0, S0, ε0) can be viewed as the
tensor Hopf algebra structure of the standard ones on u(W(n;1 )) and on Kt, while the
expected twisted Hopf algebra structure on (u(W(n;1 ))t,m, ι, Δ,S, ε) induced from The-
orem 3.1 when restricted to the sub-Hopf algebra Kt should still go back to the original one
on Kt itself.
Keep the above viewpoint in mind. Furthermore, we need another observation below.
Lemma 3.2.
(i) (1 − et)p ≡ 1 (mod p, I).
(ii) (1 − et)−1 ≡ 1 + et + · · · + ep−1tp−1 (mod p, I).
(iii) h〈〉a ≡ 0 (mod p, I) for  p, and a ∈ Zp .
Proof. (i), (ii) follow from ep = 0 in u(W(n;1 )).
(iii) For  ∈ Z+, there is a unique decomposition  = 0 + 1p with 0 0 < p and 1  0.
Using the formulae (1) and (3), we have
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(
h
〈p〉
a+0
)1 (mod p)
≡ h〈0〉a ·
(
hp − h)1 (mod p),
where we used the facts that (x + 1)(x + 2) · · · (x + p − 1) ≡ xp−1 − 1 (mod p), and (x + a +
0)p ≡ xp + a + 0 (mod p). Hence, h〈〉a ≡ 0 (mod p, I) for  p. 
This lemma, combining with Theorem 3.1, indicates that the required t-deformation of
u(W(n;1 )) (if it exists) only happens in a p-truncated polynomial ring (with degrees of t less
than p) with coefficients in u(W(n;1 )). Let K[t]p be a p-truncated polynomial ring (of small
possible dimension) over K, which should inherit a standard Hopf algebra structure from that on
Kt with respect to modulo a Hopf ideal of it. In the modular case, such a Hopf ideal in Kt
has to take the form (tp − qt) generated by a p-polynomial tp − qt of degree p for a parameter
q ∈K. Denote by K[t](q)p the corresponding quotient ring. That is to say
K[t](q)p ∼=Kt/
(
tp − qt), for q ∈K. (37)
Thereby, we obtain the underlying ring for our required t-deformation of u(W(n;1 )) over
K[t](q)p , denoted by ut,q (W(n;1 )). Moreover, as standard Hopf algebras,
ut,q
(
W(n;1 ))∼= u(W(n;1 ))⊗K K[t](q)p . (38)
Hence, dimK ut,q (W(n;1 )) = p · dimK u(W(n;1 )) = p1+npn .
Definition 3.3. With notations as above. A Hopf algebra (ut,q (W(n;1 )), m, ι,Δ,S, ε) is said
to be a quantization of u(W(n;1 )) (in characteristic p) if it is a twisting of the standard Hopf
algebra structure (as a tensor Hopf algebra of the standard ones on u(W(n;1 )) and on K[t](q)p )
with ut,q (W(n;1 ))/tut,q (W(n;1 )) ∼= u(W(n;1 )).
To describe ut,q (W(n;1 )) explicitly, we still need an auxiliary lemma.
Lemma 3.4.
(i) d()(x(α)Di) = C¯x(α+k)Di , where d() = 1! (ad e), e = 2x(2k)Dk , and C¯ as in Theo-
rem 3.1.
(ii) d()(x(i )Di) = δ,0x(i )Di − δ1,δike.
(iii) d()((x(α)Di)p) = δ,0(x(α)Di)p − δ1,δikδα,i e.
Proof. (i) For 0 α  τ , by (19) and Theorem 3.1 (noting B = δikA−1), we get
d()
(
x(α)Di
)= 1
α!d
()
(
xα−i ∂i
)= 1
α!x
α−i+k (A∂i −B∂k)
= !
(
αk + 

)
Cx
(α+k)Di
= C¯x(α+k)Di.
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A¯ = !
(
αk + 

)
A =
(
αk + 

) −1∏
j=0
(αk − δik + j), B¯ = !
(
αk + 

)
δikA−1,
we obtain the following.
If i = k: A¯0 = 1, A¯ = 0 for  1 and, B¯0 = 0, B¯1 = 2, B¯ = 0 for  2. So by Lemma 3.4(i),
we have d(1)(x(k)Dk) = −2x(2k)Dk = −e, and d()(x(k)Dk) = 0 for  2.
If i = k: A¯0 = 1, A¯ = 0 for  1, and B¯ = 0 for  0, namely, d()(x(i )Di) = 0 for  1.
In both cases, we arrive at the result as required.
(iii) From (12), we obtain that for 0 α  τ ,
d(1)
((
x(α)Di
)p)= 1
(α!)p
[
e,
(
xαDi
)p]= 1
α!
[
e,
(
xα−i ∂i
)p]
= 1
α!
p∑
=1
(−1)
(
p

)(
xα−i ∂i
)p− · xk+(α−i )(a∂k − b∂i)
≡ −ap
α! x
2k+p(α−i )Dk (mod p)
≡
{−ape, if α = i
0, if α = i (mod J ),
where we get the last “≡” by using the identification with respect to modulo the ideal J as before,
and a =∏−1j=0(δik + j (αi − 1)), b = (αk − δik)a−1, and ap = δik for α = i .
Consequently, by definition of d(), we obtain d()((x(α)Di)p) = 0 in u(W(n;1 )) for 2 
p − 1 and any 0 α  τ . 
Based on Theorem 3.1, Definition 3.3 and Lemma 3.4, we arrive at
Theorem 3.5. With the specific choice of the two distinguished elements h := x(k)Dk , e :=
2x(2k)Dk (1 k  n) with [h, e] = e, there is a noncommutative and noncocommutative Hopf
algebra (ut,q (W(n;1 )),m, ι,Δ,S, ε) overK[t](q)p with its algebra structure undeformed, whose
coalgebra structure is given by
Δ
(
x(α)Di
)= x(α)Di ⊗ (1 − et)αk−δik + p−1∑
=0
(−1)h〈〉 ⊗ (1 − et)− · d()(x(α)Di)t, (39)
S
(
x(α)Di
)= −(1 − et)δik−αk
(
p−1∑
=0
d()
(
x(α)Di
) · h〈〉1 t
)
, (40)
ε
(
x(α)Di
)= 0, (41)
where 0 α  τ . It is finite-dimensional and dimK ut,q (W(n;1 )) = p1+npn .
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In what follows, we shall show that the ideal It is a Hopf ideal of the twisted Hopf algebra
U(W(n;1 ))t given in Theorem 3.1. To this end, it suffices to verify that Δ and S preserve the
elements in I since Δ(tp − qt) = (tp − qt)⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ (tp − qt) and S(tp − qt) = −(tp − qt).
(I) By Lemmas 2.8, 3.2 and 3.4(iii), we obtain
Δ
((
x(α)Di
)p)= (x(α)Di)p ⊗ (1 − et)p(αk−δik)
+
∞∑
=0
(−1)h〈〉 ⊗ (1 − et)−d()((x(α)Di)p)t
≡ (x(α)Di)p ⊗ 1 + p−1∑
=0
(−1)h〈〉 ⊗ (1 − et)−d()((x(α)Di)p)t
(
mod p, It ⊗U
(
W(n;1 ))t +U(W(n;1 ))t ⊗ It)
= (x(α)Di)p ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ (x(α)Di)p + h⊗ (1 − et)−1δikδα,i et(
mod It ⊗U
(
W(n;1 ))t +U(W(n;1 ))t ⊗ It). (42)
Hence, when α = i , we get
Δ
((
x(α)Di
)p)≡ (x(α)Di)p ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ (x(α)Di)p
⊆ It ⊗U
(
W(n;1 ))t +U(W(n;1 ))t ⊗ It .
When α = i , by Lemma 3.4(ii), (27) becomes
Δ
(
x(i )Di
)= x(i )Di ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ x(i )Di + δikh⊗ (1 − et)−1et.
Combining with (42), we obtain
Δ
((
x(i )Di
)p − x(i )Di)≡ ((x(i )Di)p − x(i )Di)⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ ((x(i )Di)p − x(i )Di)
⊆ It ⊗U
(
W(n;1 ))t +U(W(n;1 ))t ⊗ It .
Thereby, we prove that the ideal It is also a coideal of the Hopf algebra U(W(n;1 ))t.
(II) By Lemmas 2.8, 3.2 and 3.4(iii), we have
S
((
x(α)Di
)p)= −(1 − et)−p(αk−δik) ∞∑
=0
d()
((
x(α)Di
)p) · h〈〉1 t
≡ −(x(α)Di)p − p−1∑
=1
d()
((
x(α)Di
)p) · h〈〉1 t (mod (p, I ))
= −(x(α)Di)p + δikδα,i e · h〈1〉t. (43)1
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S
((
x(α)Di
)p)≡ −(x(α)Di)p ≡ 0 (mod It ).
When α = i , by Lemma 3.4(ii), (28) reads as S(x(i )Di) = −x(i )Di + δike · h〈1〉1 t . Combining
with (43), we obtain
S
((
x(i )Di
)p − x(i )Di)≡ −((x(i )Di)p − x(i )Di)≡ 0 (mod It ).
Thereby, we show that the ideal It is indeed preserved by the antipode S of the quantization
U(W(n;1 ))t given in Theorem 3.1.
(III) It is obvious to notice that ε((x(α)Di)p) = 0 for all 0 α  τ .
In other words, we prove that It is a Hopf ideal in U(W(n;1 ))t. We thus obtain the required
t-deformation on ut,q (W(n;1 )) for the Cartan type simple modular restricted Lie algebra of W
type—the Jacobson–Witt algebra W(n;1 ). 
Remark 3.6. (i) If we set f = (1 − et)−1, then by Lemma 3.4, Theorem 3.5, we have
[h,f ] = f 2 − f, hp = h, f p = 1, Δ(h) = h⊗ f + 1 ⊗ h,
where f is a group-like element, and S(h) = −hf−1, ε(h) = 0. So the subalgebra generated by h
and f is a Hopf subalgebra of ut,q (W(n;1 )), which is isomorphic to the well-known Radford
Hopf algebra over K in characteristic p (see [9]).
(ii) According to our argument above, given a parameter q ∈ K, one can specialize t to any
one of roots of the p-polynomial tp − qt ∈K[t] in a split field of K. For instance, if take q = 1,
then one can specialize t to any scalar in Zp . If set t = 0, then we get the original standard Hopf
algebra structure of u(W(n;1 )). In this way, we indeed get a new Hopf algebra structure over
the same restricted universal enveloping algebra u(W(n;1 )) over K under the assumption that
K is algebraically closed, which has the new coalgebra structure induced by Theorem 3.5, but
has dimension pnpn .
3.3. More quantizations
Carrying out the modular reduction process for those pairwise different products of some
basic Drinfel’d twists as stated in Remark 2.11, we will get many more new families of non-
commutative and noncocommutative Hopf algebras of dimension p1+npn with indeterminate t
or of dimension pnpn with specializing t into a scalar in K. We have the following general results
about the quantizations under concern.
Maintain the notations as in Theorem 2.14 and set d(η)I =
∏
k∈I d
(ηkk)
k , where d
(k)
k =
1
k ! (ad e(k))
k
. Then we have
Theorem 3.7. For each given η = (η1, . . . , ηn) with ηi ∈ {0,1}, there exists a noncommutative
and noncocommutative Hopf algebra (ut,q (W(n;1 )),m, ι,Δ,S, ε) overK[t](q)p with the algebra
structure undeformed, whose coalgebra structure is given by
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(
x(α)Di
)= x(α)Di ⊗ (1 − e(I )t)η(α−δiI ) + ητ∑
η=0
(−1)|η|h(I)〈η〉
⊗ (1 − e(I )t)−η · d(η)I (x(α)Di)t |η|, (44)
S
(
x(α)Di
)= −(1 − e(I )t)−η(α−δiI )
(
ητ∑
η=0
d
(η)
I
(
x(α)Di
)
h(I)
〈η〉
1 t
|η|
)
, (45)
ε
(
x(α)Di
)= 0, (46)
where 0 α  τ . It is finite-dimensional and dimK ut,q (W(n;1 )) = p1+npn .
For the proof, it suffices to work with the case in Lemma 2.13. To this end, we begin to
perform the modular reduction process for the quantization integral form corresponding to the
Drinfel’d twist F =F(m)F(k) (m = k).
Lemma 3.8. Given two pairs of distinguished elements h(k) := x(k)Dk , e(k) := 2x(2k)Dk
with [h(k), e(k)] = e(k) and h(m) := x(m)Dm, e(m) := 2x(2m)Dm (1  m = k  n) with
[h(m), e(m)] = e(m), the corresponding quantization of U(W(n;1 )) over U(W(n;1 ))t with
the algebra structure undeformed is given by
Δ
(
x(α)Di
)= x(α)Di ⊗ (1 − e(k)t)αk−δik (1 − e(m)t)αm−δim
+
p−1∑
,n=0
(−1)+n · C¯(k)C¯(m)nh(k)〈〉h(m)〈n〉 ⊗
(
1 − e(k)t)−(1 − e(m)t)−n
· x(α+k+nm)Dit+n, (47)
S
(
x(α)Di
)= − (1 − e(k)t)−αk+δik (1 − e(m)t)−αm+δim
(
p−1∑
,n=0
C¯(k)C¯(m)n
· x(α+k+nm)Di · h(m)〈n〉1 h(k)〈〉1 t+n
)
, (48)
ε
(
x(α)Di
)= 0, (49)
where 0  α  τ , C¯(k) = A¯(k) − B¯(k), A¯(k) = !
(
αk+

)
A(k) (mod p), B¯(k) =
!(αk+

)
B(k) (mod p).
We have the following two lemmas about the quantization of U(W(n;1 )) over U(W(n;1 ))t
defined in Lemma 3.8.
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(i) Δ((xαDi)s)= ∑
0js
n,0
(
s
j
)
(−1)n+(xαDi)jh(k)〈〉h(m)〈n〉
⊗ (1 − e(k)t)j (αk−δik)−(1 − e(m)t)j (αm−δim)−nd(n)m d()k ((xαDi)s−j )t+n.
(ii) S((xαDi)s)= (−1)s(1 − e(k)t)−s(αk−δik)(1 − e(m)t)−s(αm−δim)
·
( ∞∑
n,=0
d(n)m d
()
k
((
xαDi
)s) · h(k)〈〉1 h(m)〈n〉1 tn+
)
.
Proof. By Lemma 2.8, (18), (14) and Lemma 2.2, we obtain
Δ
((
xαDi
)s)=F(xαDi ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ xαDi)sF−1
=F(m)
( ∑
0js
0
(
s
j
)
(−1)(xαDi)j h(k)〈〉 ⊗ (1 − e(k)t)j (αk−δik)−
· d()k
((
xαDi
)s−j )
t
)
F(m)−1
=F(m)
( ∑
0js
0
(
s
j
)
(−1)((xαDi)j ⊗ 1)(h(k)〈〉 ⊗ (1 − e(k)t)j (αk−δik)−)
· (1 ⊗ d()k ((xαDi)s−j )t)
)
F(m)−1
=F(m)
∑
0js
n,0
(
s
j
)
(−1)n+((xαDi)j ⊗ 1)F(m)−1n h(k)〈〉h(m)〈n〉
⊗ (1 − e(k)t)j (αk−δik)−d(n)m d()k ((xαDi)s−j )t+n
=
∑
0js
n,0
(
s
j
)
(−1)n+F(m)F(m)−1n−j (αm−δim)
((
xαDi
)j ⊗ 1)h(k)〈〉h(m)〈n〉
⊗ (1 − e(k)t)j (αk−δik)−d(n)m d()k ((xαDi)s−j )t+n
=
∑
0js
n,0
(
s
j
)
(−1)n+(xαDi)j h(k)〈〉h(m)〈n〉 ⊗ (1 − e(k)t)j (αk−δik)−
· (1 − e(m)t)j (αm−δim)−nd(n)m d()k ((xαDi)s−j )t+n.
Again by (17) and Lemma 2.2,
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((
xαDi
)s)= u−1S0((xα∂)s)u = (−1)sv · (xα∂)s · u
= (−1)sv(m)
((
1 − e(k)t)−s(αk−δik) ·
( ∞∑
=0
d
()
k
((
xαDi
)s) · h(k)〈〉1 t
))
u(m)
= (−1)sv(m)u(m)s(αm−δim)
(
1 − e(k)t)−s(αk−δik)
·
( ∞∑
n,=0
d(n)m d
()
k
((
xαDi
)s) · h(k)〈〉1 h(m)〈n〉1 tn+
)
= (−1)s(1 − e(m)t)−s(αm−δim)(1 − e(k)t)−s(αk−δik)
·
( ∞∑
n,=0
d(n)m d
()
k
((
xαDi
)s) · h(k)〈〉1 h(m)〈n〉1 tn+
)
.
So, the proof is complete. 
Lemma 3.4 implies the following
Lemma 3.10.
(i) d(n)m d()k (x(α)Di) = C¯(k)C¯(m)nx(α+k+nm)Di , where d()k = 1! (ad e(k)), e(k) =
2x(2k)Dk , and C¯(k), C¯(m)n as in Lemma 3.8.
(ii) d(n)m d()k (x(i )Di) = δ,0δn,0x(i )Di − (δn,0δ1,δik + δ,0δ1,nδim)e(i).
(iii) d(n)m d()k ((x(α)Di)p) = δ,0δn,0(x(α)Di)p − (δn,0δ1,δik + δ,0δ1,nδim)δα,i e(i).
Using Lemmas 3.2, 3.4, 3.9 and 3.10, we get a new Hopf algebra structure over the same
algebra ut,q (W(n;1 )) as follows.
Theorem 3.11. Given two pairs of distinguished elements h(k) := x(k)Dk , e(k) := 2x(2k)Dk
with [h(k), e(k)] = e(k); h(m) := x(m)Dm, e(m) := 2x(2m)Dm (1  m = k  n) with
[h(m), e(m)] = e(m), there is a noncommutative and noncocommutative Hopf algebra
(ut,q (W(n;1 )),m, ι,Δ,S, ε) over K[t](q)p with its algebra structure undeformed, whose coalge-
bra structure is given by
Δ
(
x(α)Di
)= x(α)Di ⊗ (1 − e(k)t)αk−δik (1 − e(m)t)αm−δim + p−1∑
n,=0
(−1)+n
· h(k)〈〉h(m)〈n〉 ⊗ (1 − e(k)t)−(1 − e(m)t)−nd()k d(n)m (x(α)Di)t+n, (50)
S
(
x(α)Di
)= − (1 − e(k)t)δik−αk (1 − e(m)t)δim−αm
·
(
p−1∑
n,=0
d
()
k d
(n)
m
(
x(α)Di
)
h(k)
〈〉
1 h(m)
〈n〉
1 t
+n
)
, (51)
ε
(
x(α)Di
)= 0, (52)
where 0 α  τ . It is finite-dimensional and dimK ut,q (W(n;1 )) = p1+npn .
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We begin to show that the ideal It is a Hopf ideal of the twisted Hopf algebra U(W(n;1 ))t
given in Lemma 3.8. To this purpose, it suffices to verify that Δ and S preserve the elements in I
since Δ(tp − qt) = (tp − qt)⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ (tp − qt) and S(tp − qt) = −(tp − qt).
(I) By Lemmas 3.9, 3.2, 3.4 and 3.10, we obtain
Δ
((
x(α)Di
)p)= (x(α)Di)p ⊗ (1 − e(k)t)p(αk−δik)(1 − e(m)t)p(αm−δim)
+
∞∑
n,=0
(−1)n+h(k)〈〉h(m)〈n〉 ⊗ (1 − e(k)t)−(1 − e(m)t)−n
· d(n)m d()k
((
x(α)Di
)p)
tn+
≡ (x(α)Di)p ⊗ 1 + p−1∑
n,=0
(−1)n+h(k)〈〉h(m)〈n〉 ⊗ (1 − e(k)t)−(1 − e(m)t)−n
· d(n)m d()k
((
x(α)Di
)p)
tn+(
mod p, It ⊗U
(
W(n;1 ))t +U(W(n;1 ))t ⊗ It)
= (x(α)Di)p ⊗ 1 + p−1∑
n,=0
(−1)n+h(k)〈〉h(m)〈n〉 ⊗ (1 − e(k)t)−(1 − e(m)t)−n
· (δ,0δn,0(x(α)Di)p − (δn,0δ1,δik + δ,0δ1,nδim)δα,i e(i))tn+(
mod It ⊗U
(
W(n;1 ))t +U(W(n;1 ))t ⊗ It)
= (x(α)Di)p ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ (x(α)Di)p + h(k)⊗ (1 − e(k)t)−1δikδα,i e(i)t
+ h(m)⊗ (1 − e(m)t)−1δimδα,i e(i)t(
mod It ⊗U
(
W(n;1 ))t +U(W(n;1 ))t ⊗ It). (53)
Hence, when α = i , we get
Δ
((
x(α)Di
)p)≡ (x(α)Di)p ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ (x(α)Di)p
⊆ It ⊗U
(
W(n;1 ))t +U(W(n;1))t ⊗ It .
When α = i , by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.10, (47) becomes Δ(x(i )Di) = x(i )Di ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ x(i)Di +
δikh(k)⊗ (1 − e(k)t)−1e(i)t + δimh(m)⊗ (1 − e(m)t)−1e(i)t . Combining with (53), we obtain
Δ
((
x(i )Di
)p − x(i )Di)≡ ((x(i )Di)p − x(i )Di)⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ ((x(i )Di)p − x(i )Di)
⊆ It ⊗U
(
W(n;1 ))t +U(W(n;1 ))t ⊗ It .
Thereby, we prove that the ideal It is also a coideal of the Hopf algebra U(W(n;1 ))t.
(II) By Lemmas 3.9, 3.2, 3.4 and 3.10, we have
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((
x(α)Di
)p)= −(1 − e(k)t)−p(αk−δik)(1 − e(m)t)−p(αm−δim)
·
( ∞∑
n,=0
d(n)m d
()
k
((
x(α)Di
)p) · h(k)〈〉1 h(m)〈n〉1 tn+
)
≡ −
p−1∑
n,=0
d(n)m d
()
k
((
x(α)Di
)p) · h(k)〈〉1 h(m)〈n〉1 tn+ (mod (p, I ))
= −(x(α)Di)p + δikδα,i e(i) · h(k)〈1〉1 t + δimδα,i e(i) · h(m)〈1〉1 t. (54)
Hence, when α = i , we get
S
((
x(α)Di
)p)≡ −(x(α)Di)p ≡ 0 (mod It ).
When α = i , by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.9, (48) reads as S(x(i )Di) = −x(i )Di + δike(i) ·h(k)〈1〉1 t +
δime(i) · h(m)〈1〉1 t . Combining with (54), we obtain
S
((
x(i )Di
)p − x(i )Di)≡ −((x(i )Di)p − x(i )Di)≡ 0 (mod It ).
Thereby, we verify that It is preserved by the antipode S of the quantization U(W(n;1 ))t
given in Lemma 3.8.
The proof is complete. 
Remark 3.12. Theorem 3.7 gives 2n − 1 new Hopf algebra structures of K-dimension pnpn
over the same restricted universal enveloping algebra u(W(n;1 )) under the assumption that K is
algebraically closed and that t is specialized at a root of the p-polynomial tp − qt with q ∈K∗.
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